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Abstract

The order to disorder transition of comb copolymers AmC1Bm is investigated by the self-consistent field theory. Although there are only

two components in a molecule, the side chain number m affects the phase diagram largely due to the fact that the architecture of a comb

copolymer is not invariant under the interchange of A- with B-monomers. With the increase of the side chain number, the interaction (Flory–

Huggins) parameter of the order-to-disorder transition (ODT) increases at the same composition and the lowest ODT occurs at the smaller

volume fraction of the main chain fA. The influences of the side chain density and the side chain length on the phase behavior were discussed

in detail. The relation cNODTf f aA exists with the fixed main chain length. The comb copolymer with the large side chain number m and the

long main chain sections (or short side chain) is more stable. The results are helpful to design nano- or bio-materials with complex

architecture or tailor the phase behavior of comb copolymers.

q 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Comb copolymers can be composed of a long, flexible or

stiff, hydrophobic backbone and dense, long or short,

hydrophilic side chains that branch from this main chain. If

the selective solvent is sufficiently poor for the side chains

but good for the backbone, then this kind of grafted

comblike copolymers is the simplest one in which both

chemical and topological complexities are combined,

ensuring a wide variety of different regimes of structure

formation. Therefore, they are an important and interesting

class of macromolecules of nonlinear global architecture.

And as one particular type of amphiphiles, recent

developments have demonstrated that comb-shaped poly-

mer, where the side chains are attached to the backbone by

physical interactions such as hydrogen bonding, ionic
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bonding, coordination complexation, etc. offer a unique

concept to design functional polymeric materials [1–7].

New synthetic techniques allow synthesis of graft block

copolymers having well-defined molecular architectures

[8,9]. These techniques provide precise control over

backbone molecular weight, arm molecular weight, arm

polydispersity, the placement of the branch points along the

backbone, and the number of arms grafted to each branch

point. Molecules with specific, incremental backbone

lengths are produced, allowing multiple grafts with well-

defined architectures to be isolated and characterized.

A number of theoretical studies of chemical disorder

effects are on the self-assembly behavior of polymer blends

and copolymers [10–20]. Of primary interest to such

investigators has been the phase behavior of AB random

copolymers and AB random multiblock copolymers with

different statistical models of the sequence distributions of

the two types of monomers. There have also been a few

investigations of AB graft copolymers where the locations

of the grafting points are random variables [21–26]. Some

common themes arise from these studies; specifically, that

large amounts of polydispersity can lead to a competition

between macrophase separation and microphase separation,

delineated in some cases by Lifshitz tricritical points, and
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that the length scales of the mesophases are strongly

temperature dependent, unlike pure block copolymer

systems.

The conformational properties of single comblike

macromolecules in a dilute solution have been studied by

several authors using both analytical approaches [27–29]

and computer simulations [30–37]. Even the structure of

P(MMA-r-PEOM) comb polymer films and the blend of

PLA/P(MMA-r-PEOM) at the water/polymer surface was

predicted by a self-consistent field lattice model [38,39].

Almost all the previous theoretical calculation concentrated

on the density profiles or the structures of the comb

copolymers. Only few considerations are about the phase

transitions, such as order to disorder transition, order to

order transition [40,41].

In this study, we only consider the stability of the

homogeneous phase relative to the microphase-separated

state. The related parameters are the side chain number, m,

the side chain length, the intrinsic stiffness of the backbone

and the side chains. Thus, we calculate the spinodal curve in

terms of the normalized Flory–Huggins parameter cN, the

relative AB composition, and m, the number of teeth in the

comb.
2. Calculation algorithm

We consider n comb copolymer AmC1Bm with poly-

merization N in a volume V and there are m branching points

(or the side chain number) along the main chain A, which

divide the main chain as mC1 equal parts (we called it

‘divided sections’) with polymerization NA and each side

chain B has NB segments. So, NZ(mC1)NACmNB. The

schematic diagram of a comb copolymer molecule is

presented in Fig. 1. The monomers of the main chain and

the side ones are assumed to be flexible with a statistical

length a. Therefore, the compositions (average volume

fractions) are fAZ(mC1)NA/N, fBZ1KfA for the main

chain A and the side chains B, respectively.

With the different architectures of the blocks A and B, we

define four distribution functions, i.e. qB(r,s), qCBðr; s; tÞ,

qA(r,s,t) and qCAðr; s; tÞ, where s is the contour along the

main chain for A and along the side chain for B, t is the

number along the main chain A divided by the side chains B

and it belongs to [1,mC1]. With these definition, the

polymer segment probability distributions q and qC for

block A and block B satisfy the modified diffusion

equations:
Fig. 1. Schematic representation of a comb copolymer molecule. Thick and

thin lines represent main chain A and side chains B, respectively.
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where w is wA when s belongs to block A, wB when belongs

to block B. The initial conditions are qB(r,0)Z1,

qA(r,0,1)Z1, qA(r,0,tC1)ZqB(r,NB)qA(r,NA,t),

qCAðr;NA;mC1ÞZ1, qCAðr;NA; tÞZqCAðr; 0; tC1ÞqBðr;NBÞ

and qCBðr;NB; tÞZqAðr;NA; tÞq
C
Aðr; 0; tC1Þ, where t2[1,m].

Accordingly, the partition function of a single chain subject

to the mean field wi, where i represents block species A, B,

can be written as QZ
Ð
drqAðr;NA;mC1Þ.

With above description, the free energy function (in units

of kBT) of the system is given by

aF ZKlnðQ=VÞC1=V
Ð
dr½cNfAfB KwAfA

KwBfB Kxð1KfA KfBÞ� (3)

where fA and fB are the monomer density of block A and B,

respectively. c is the Flory–Huggins interaction parameter

between species A and B, x is the Lagrange multiplier (as a

pressure).

Minimization of the free energy to mean field, density

and pressure, dF/dwZdF/dfZdF/dxZ0, leads to the

following self-consistent field equations that describe the

equilibrium state:

fAðrÞZ
V

QN

XmC1

tZ1

ðNA

0
dsqAðr; s; tÞq

C
A ðr; s; tÞ (4)

fBðrÞZ
V

QN

Xm

tZ1

ðNB

0
dsqBðr; sÞq

C
B ðr; s; tÞ (5)

wAðrÞZcNfBðrÞCxðrÞ (6)

wBðrÞZcNfAðrÞCxðrÞ (7)

fAðrÞCfBðrÞZ 1 (8)

Here we solve Eqs. (4)–(8) directly in real space by

using a combinatorial screening algorithm proposed by

Drolet and Fredrickson [42,43]. Note that one must

solve the diffusion equation first for qCBðr; sÞ with initial

condition qB(r,0)Z1, then for qA(r,s,t) with qA(r,0,1)Z
1, qA(r,0,tC1)ZqB(r,NB)qA(r,NA,t), for qCAðr; s; tÞ with

qCAðr;NA;mC1ÞZ1, qCAðr;NA; tÞZqCAðr; 0; tC1ÞqBðr;NBÞ

and last for qB(r,s,t) with qCBðr;NB; tÞZqAðr;NA; tÞq
C
A

ðr; 0; tC1Þ.

In this paper, we will mainly concern with the boundary

of the thermodynamic instability of the homogeneous phase

to a microphase-separated phase. This transition is quite

generally preempted by a first-order transition. We extend

the numerical version of the SCFT method to the comb

copolymers. If we know the architecture of a polymer, we
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can always derive the set of the self-consistent equations

and the initial conditions of the modified diffusion

equations.
3. Results and discussion

3.1. Phase diagram with different side chain number

We choose to consider only the lamellar structure and the

hexagonal structure. By continuously changing the compo-

sition fA(fBZ1KfA) and the Flory–Huggins parameter c,

we obtained the phase diagrams of the comb copolymer

with side chain number m. The phase diagrams for comb

copolymer with side chain number mZ1, 2, 3 and 5 are

shown in Fig. 2(a)–(d), respectively. The cN of the order to

disorder transition (ODT) and the order to order transition

(OOT) increases largely as the side chain number increases.

The lamellar region seems broader with the increasing of the

side chain number.

In order to compare the order to disorder transition

(ODT) of the comb copolymer with different side chain

number, we plot the spinodal curves in Fig. 3. Fig. 3(a) is

about cN versus fA and Fig. 3(b) is the reduced phase

diagram, i.e. cN/(mC1) versus fA, where the solid, dash,

dot, dash dot and dash dot dot lines are those of mZ1, 2, 3, 5

and 9, respectively. As the side chain number increases, the

cN of the order to disorder transition (ODT) increases

largely, which corresponds to the lower temperature to

microphase separate, i.e. the system becomes more stable.

The minimum on the curves can be identified as the critical

point. However, as the side chain number increases, the

critical point shifts to values of the composition smaller than

0.5, and, thus, in contrast to a diblock, the phase diagram is

not symmetric anymore. Due to m points being linked by the

side chains, it is difficult for the comb copolymers to

separate into hexagonal/cubic phase when fA%0.5. At this

time, the main chains become a little stretching. The effect

becomes stronger, but the difference become smaller as the

side chain number m increases. Thus, we can expect that the

spinodal curve will fix to the same form when the side chain

number m is large.

In fact, this is a purely architectural effect, which is not

present in the analogous phase diagrams of the linear

multiblock copolymer (AnBm)k [44]. But the phase diagrams

show the general shape and morphologies as expected from

the literature on melts of complex block copolymers [45–

48]. The asymmetry is due to the fact that the architecture of

a comb copolymer is not invariant under the interchange of

A- with B-monomers. The phase boundaries (see Fig. 3(a))

were elevated, which agrees with the general observation

that in more complex polymer melts the disordered phase is

more stable, meaning that the ODT shifts to lower

temperatures as compared to the ODT of a diblock

copolymer melt [48–50]. One end of the side chains and

some segments of the main chain are kinked in comb
copolymers. So, more complex block copolymer melts, such

as comb copolymer, star polymer, will loose relatively more

entropy on structure formation [50,51].

3.2. Influence of the side chain number

3.2.1. NA and NB fixed

Fig. 4 is the order to disorder transition curve with the

fixed lengths of side chains and the main chain sections as a

function of the side chain number. The reduced interaction

parameter cN/(mC1) of the order-to-disorder transition

increases as the side chain number increases, which means

that the comb copolymers become more stable. When the

side chain length is equal to that of the main chain section,

such as NAZ15, NBZ15 (triangles), the cN/(mC1)

increases linearly with the side chain number m. But for

the case that the side chain length is unequal to that of the

main chain section, the linearity does exist as above. When

the side chain is longer than the main chain section, such as

NAZ10, NBZ20 (squares) and NAZ15, NBZ20 (circles),

the cN/(mC1) is smaller than that of the case for NAZ15,

NBZ15 (triangles), i.e. the equal lengths between the main

section and the side chain. It is favorable for the stability of

the system when side chain number m begins to increase

(mZ1/2/3). With m further increasing, the cN/(mC1)

of order to disorder transition ascends linearly.

When the side chain is shorter than the main chain

section, such as NAZ15, NBZ10 (diamonds) and NAZ20,

NBZ10 (stars), the cN/(mC1) is larger than that of the case

for NAZ15, NBZ15 (triangles). It is unfavorable for the

stability of the system when side chain number m begins to

increase (mZ1/2). With m further increasing, the curves

go up. In the case, fA is larger than 0.6, which belongs to

right side in Fig. 3(b). Therefore, the cN/(mC1) of order to

disorder transition increases with the same m, which means

that the larger the difference between fA and f crA , more stable

the system.

From Fig. 4(a), we can also see that the curves are nearly

superposed when NAZ10, NBZ20 (squares) and NAZ15,

NBZ20 (circles). But the slope of the curve is a little larger

as NAZ15, NBZ10 (diamonds) and NAZ20, NBZ10

(triangles). It is easy to understand, if we choose NA and

NB to satisfy fA2(0.35,0.65), the cN of order to disorder

transition nearly increases in a form of geometric

proportion, see Fig. 3(a). But, when the lengths of the

main chain sections and the side chains are different largely,

the volume fractions of the main chain or the side chains fA
or fB!0.35, which means that the cN of order to disorder

transition increases larger and larger with increasing of the

side chain number.

Fig. 4(b) is the order to disorder transition curve with the

fixed lengths of side chains and the main chain sections as a

function of the volume fraction of the main chain

converted from the side chain number, i.e. fAZ(mC1)NA/

((mC1)NACmNB). From the figure, we can clearly see that

the behavior of the order-to-disorder transition is different



Fig. 2. Phase diagram for comb copolymer with different side chain number. (a) mZ1; (b) mZ2; (c) mZ3; (d) mZ5.
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largely between the ratio (lZNA/NB) of the lengths of the

main chain section and the side chain. The volume fraction

of the main chain fA decreases nearly to a constant with the

side chain number increasing. But the cN of the order-to-

disorder transition increases largely. Therefore, the curves

become sharp when the side chain number is large,

especially for lO1. Comparing these curves, we can

conclude that the comb copolymers are more stable at

shorter side chain and larger side chain number.
3.2.2. (mC1)NA fixed

There is another case that the side chain number will
influence the order to disorder transition behavior. If the

main chain length is fixed, the transition behavior will

change largely as the side chain number increases, i.e. the

side chain density increases. Fig. 5 is the curves of the order-

to-disorder transition with different side chain number at the

fixed main chain length (mC1)NAZ120, where we change

the horizontal coordinate of the side chain number m to the

composition fAZ(mC1)NA/((mC1)NACmNB), i.e. fAZ
120/(120CmNB) in the case. As the side chain number

increases, the side chain density increases, and the volume

fraction of the main chain fA decrease. And the cN of the

order-to-disorder transition increases as a function of f aA, i.e.



Fig. 3. The spinodal curves of the comb copolymer with different side chain

number mZ1 (solid), 2 (dash), 3 (dot), 5 (dash dot) and 9 (dash dot dot). (a)

cN versus fA; (b) cN/(mC1) versus fA.

Fig. 4. Order to disorder transition curve with the fixed lengths of the main

chain sections and the side chains (1) NAZ10, NBZ20 (squares), (2) NAZ
15, NBZ20 (circles), (3) NAZ15, NBZ15 (triangles), (4) NAZ15, NBZ10

(diamonds), (5) NAZ20, NBZ10 (stars). (a) cN/(mC1) versus m; (b)

cN/(mC1) versus fA.

Fig. 5. Order to disorder transition curve with the fixed main chain length

(mC1)NAZ120 and the side chain length NBZ30 (squares), 50 (circles),

where fAZ(mC1)NA/((mC1)NACmNB).
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cNODTf f aA (aZK7/4 at (mC1)NAZ120), which confirms

that the system is more stable with the increasing of the side

chain number (or density).

3.3. Influence of the side chain length

Side chain length NB is an important variable to tailor the

phase behavior of the comb copolymer. Fig. 6 is the curve of

the order-to-disorder transition of the comb copolymer with

the side chain number mZ5 and the fixed main chain length

(mC1)NAZ120, i.e. NAZ20, where (a) is cN versus NB

and (b) is 1/c versus fA. When the side chain is shorter than

the main chain section, cN of ODT decreases first with

increasing the length of the side chain length and increases

after the critical composition ðf crB Þ. Fig. 6(b) can clearly

show the relation between the ODT temperature (Tw1/c)

and the composition at the fixed main chain length and the
side chain number. It is in good agreement with the result in

Ref. [41]. In this case the phase diagram is convex and,

therefore, the system becomes more stable with respect to

microphase separation as the difference between the

composition fB and the critical composition f crB increases.

The absolute values of the slopes at both sides of the

critical composition are different largely. The absolute value



Fig. 6. Influence of side chain length (NB) on the order-to-disorder

transition with the fixed main chain length (mC1)NAZ120 and the side

chain number mZ5. (a) cN versus NB, (b) 1/c versus fA.
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of the slope is larger when fB! f crB , which means that the

longer main chain section is more favorable for the stability.
4. Conclusions

The numerical version of the self-consistent field theory

was successfully extended to study the phase behavior of the

comb copolymers. The phase diagrams become asymme-

trical with the side chain number increasing, which is due to

the fact that the architecture of a comb copolymer is not

invariant under the interchange of A- with B-monomers.

The phase boundaries were elevated with the increase of the

side chain number, which agrees with the general

observation that in more complex polymer melts the

disordered phase is more stable, meaning that the ODT

shifts to lower temperatures as compared to the ODT of a

diblock copolymer melt. As the lengths of the main chain

sections and the side chains are fixed, the cN/(mC1) of the

order to disorder transition increases with the side chain

number increasing. But the phase behavior of the order-to-

disorder transition is different largely between the ratio (lZ
NA/NB) of the lengths of the main chain section and the side

chain. And the cN of the order to disorder transition
decreases with the side chain number increasing as the

length of the main chain is fixed, i.e. the side chain density

increases. The relation cNODTf f aA exists with the fixed

main chain length. The cN of the order to disorder transition

will decrease first, and then increase after passing through

the critical value with the side chain length increasing.

Altogether, the comb copolymer with the large side chain

number m and the long main chain sections (or short side

chain) is more stable. The results are helpful to design

materials with complex architecture or tailor the phase

behavior of comb copolymers.
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